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Prime Minister
CROSS-MEDIA OWNERSHIP
At our meeting this week, you asked for some further discussion of the merits and defects of the
different approaches we could take to the rule preventing anyone owning 20% of both the
national newspaper market and a Channel 3 or Channel 5 service. Our origina[ recommendation
was to keep this rule. Three other options are discussed in the pages that fo[!ow. Of these, we
would recommendOption 3, which removes all restrictions on the ownership of Channel 5, to
allow free investment and growth in that channel, while protecting the independent voice
provided by ITV, by far our largest commercial public service broadcaster:
The rule as it stands
No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold any [icence for
Ch 3 or Ch5;
No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold more than a
20% stake in any Ch 3 or C5 service;
A company may not own more than a Z0% share in sui:h a service if morethan 20%’of its
stock is in turn owned by a national newspaper proprietor with more than 20% of the market
[it is this last clause which catches BskyB]..
Background
The original thinking behind this rule was that no company or individual should be the dominant
controlling ’voice’ in our two most influential media.
¯

Those who argue for limits on cross-media concentrationconsider this rule to be the most important
guarantor of p[ura[.ity of voice. There would be ¯enormous resistance, in Parliament and in the nonMurcloch media, to its removal
As things stand, the rule affects four companies:.
News Corporation (with 33% of the national newspaper market);
BskyB (36% owned by News Corporation);
Trinity Mirror [with 23% of the national newspaper ma.rket);
Daily Mail and General Trust (with 18%, and rising, of the national newspaper market).

There is no scope to relax the ruie by raising the limit to 25% or 30% - this would catch only News
Corporation/BSkyB, and would therefore appear to be a ’Murdoch rule’.
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1.

Remove the rule entirely and rely on competition law.

2.

Remove the rule and instead create a different rule, insisting on separate ownership of Channel
3 and channel 5 services.

3. Remove the rule as it applies to Channel 5, but keep a restriction on ITV ownership.
OPTION 1 - RELY ON COMPETITION LAW ALONE

The limits of competition taw
In television, the Competition Commission have defined the market for free-to~air’TV very
narrowly: effectively ITV alone (due to their mass audiencecoverage on analogue terrestriat TV,
and consequent domination of the advertising market). The competition authorities wit[
therefore act to prevent the formation of a single ITV (even with separate advertising sales
houses) as long as the channel retains i~ existing share of ad revenue. They will probably not
prevent either BSkyB or an existing ITV Company buying Channel 5. They probably would act
to prevent BSkyB buying any significant stake in ITV, although this could not be guaranteed.
Cross-media. The competition authorities consider national newspapers to be operating in a
separate advertising market to television stations. So again, media ownership rules would be
the only means of preventing one company being the largest player in both these
complementary markets - it is unlikely that concerns over market share would prevent many
mergers. So without the 20% rule, there is little to stop Daily Mail and General Trust or Trinity
Mirror buying into ITV (or News Corporation acquiring Channel 5).
The possible effect of a reliance on competition law
¯

News Corporation/BskyB own Channel 5
Based on current viewing flgures, such a company might control 12% of the total TV audience
(20% of the commercial audience) and33% of the national newspaper market. However if they
invested heavily in Channel 5, they might expect that 7V share to grow. Our removal of other
cross-media ownership rules would also allow them to own a significant share of the commercial
radio market.
DMGT own an ITV company andlor Channel 5
Such a company might control 15% o[ the total TV market (25% o[ the commercial audience) and
18% [[the national newspaper market (plus a signi/Tcant share o[the local/regional newspaper
market). The relaxation o[other cross-media rules will also allow them to realise their ambition to
hold a large share o[the commercial radio market.

Advantages

Simplicity, and a level playing field.
Should arrive at the most economically effici.ent outcome.
Such commercial freedom would strengthen the arguments for retaining the BBC and Chanfie[
4 as alternative sources of diverse content.
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¯ Th_e [is.ks in aliowing this degree 9f_c9nsol[’dat!on .....
Major newspaper companies would be a’b[e to promote their editorial line through a television
station. We regulate news and content, and we could regulate further (see below). Yet such
regulation is not foolproof and will not prevent an owner using a station to promote a certain
political opinion, if he or she isdetermined to do so. Content regulation can only act
retrospectively an.d where obvious abuses occur. It cannot control the sort of documentaries
that a channel commissions, the stories that are given prominence in the news agenda, or
those that are omitted entirely.
Our key aim is to make sure there are a range of competing voices readily available to citizens,
so that they are free to form their own opinions. If we allow the largest newspaper companies,
who are a!ready very influential to buy up. the te[evisionmarket, we risk a significant reduction
in the number of voices, allowing one voice to become much louder than all the others.

Such a concentration of voice would be harmful to politicians as well as citizens - it could
create a media owner so powerful they can exercise a direct influence over political decisions.
The shape of the package onmedia ownership
You have agreed to the principle of a 20% rule at the regional [eve[, to prevent any company
dominating newspapers and television in an area such as Scotland, or a major city such as
¯ Leeds. To keep this rule whilstremoving all restrictions on National newspaper owners might
appear to fav.our the latterwithout good reason.
OPTION 2 - INSIST ON SEPARATE¯OWNERSHIP OF ITV COMPANIES AND CHANNEL 5

Possible effect
News CorporationlBskyB own Channel 5; Daily Mail" and General Trust become the largest ITV
company, creating a duopoly of media influence.
" If Sky own ed Channel 5, their investment might allow it to grow into a major competitor to ITV.
.Any other newspaper group (eg DMGT) that bought into FI3/would have a far more powerful voice
to begin with.
Advantages
This rule is easy to understand, and prevents any one company .from completely dominating
commercial television.
It was an optidn put forward in our consultation paper, and attracted roughly equal degrees of
support and opposition.
Many in the TV industry think that such a rule .already exists, although in fact it doesn’t (the ¯
only rule is one preventing joint ownership of GMTV:and Channel 5)
Drawbacks
This solution would be more regulatory than the existing rule on Channel 31Channel 5 joint
ownership. It might be difficult to justify,such concern about the ownership of Channel 5,
given its present standing, its lack of universal coverage and its small audience share.
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It is not a balanced solution - if Channel 5 merely retains its existing audience share (and there¯
is no guarantee it will grow with increased investment) ITV Will provide a far more powerful
voice for its owners.
It is not proprietor-neutraL - it wou.[d prevent the existing ITV companies buying Channel 5,
although anyone else would be able to, competition law allowing. This would be pei-verse,
given that one of the original plans for C5 was for it to grow into an additional ITV channeL:so
that togetl~er the two commercial channels together could provide competition to BBCI; B BC2
and C4.
OPTION 3 - KEEP A 20% RULE FOR ITV, BUT NOT FOR CHANNEL¯ 5
Possible effect
News CorporationlBskyB own Channel 5; ITV companies (or perhaps eventually a single ITV)
separately owned by a separate media giant with no British n .ewspaper interests - Be~elsmann,
or Disney perhaps.
"¯

Channel 5would be free to benefit from all’sources of additional investment, allowing it to grow
over time into a more serious competitor to FFV. ITVwill also be able to benefit from new sources
of investment, as long as that investment doesn’t come from the British newsPaPer industry.
Advantages
¯

This suF~estion would be proprietor-neutral- it allows anyone to buy and invest in Channel 5.
ITV would survive as a voice independent of newspapers’ editorial agendas, but wiLL still be a.bte
tobenefit from new sources of investment.
¯

There are some obvious justifications for making a.distinction between ITV and Channel 5:
C5 doesn’t cover the whole of the UK population, has low viewing figures and few public
service broadcasting commitments.
ITV has a much more defined public service role, and comprises 15 regional [icences that
cover the whole country. These’regional [icences are already the focus of a 20% rule, and
¯ cannot be joint-owned with more than 20% of a region’s press.
,.
¯ We could try to protect the independence of Channel 5 by maintaining.or even strengthening
its public service requirements.

Drawbacks
Although Channel 5 is small in terms of viewing figures and influence now, with increased
investment it may grow its share of both over the coming years, to remove the most obvious
distinctions between it and ITV.
POSSIBLE STEPS TO STRENGTHEN REGULATION OF CONTENT

Whichever option we choose, Channel 5 might be owned by a large newspaper group, and its
audience share may grow. To address any concerns we might have over the quality Of news and
programming, there are some additional steps we could take to regulate content, rather than
ownership:
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" ; " f=nabte OFCOM tovary (:hanne[ 5"s requirements for origina[ production if theyfe|t changes in
audience share demanded it.
Extend the nominated news provider requirement to Channel 5, to make sure there is an
independent source of news on that channel as wet[ as ITV (this could also be dependent on an
increase in Channel 5’s audience share).
Insist (as we will for Channel 3) that the Channel 5 licensee has a specific duty to maintain
adequate financing for their news service, ensuring it is of high quality.
Prevent ITV or Channel 5 companies owning a majority stake in their news provider (we have
already proposed such a restriction on ITV companies). We could even prohibit the ownersh!p
of ~ stake at all, to guarantee the complete independence of news services.
Hake sure OFCOH has a specific duty to carry out an annual audit of n~ws quality and
impartiality on all commercial public service broadcasting channels.

Arguments For
Channel 5’s light public service broadcasting requirements are a reflection of the business costs
and risks involved in building a new national broadcaster without nationa[ coverage. If BSkyB,
say, were to own the channel, with the lower costs and risks they would incur by running their
own/imported content, they could make a success of the channel, undermining ITV’s audience
share and its ability to fund public service broadcasting. This scenario might warrant an
increase in pubtic service requirements for Channel 5.
News is our major concern. If we could be certain that Channel 5’s news was independent,
impartial and of high quality, and OFCOM were required to monitor it annually, we might feel
more comfortable with the idea of a newspaper owning a major free-to-air TV channel
Arguments Against
¯

content regulation, however strong cannot prevent a determined owner adding a potitica[
slant to editorial or programming decisions.
Any of these steps (apart from the last) would be significantly more regulatory than the
arrangements currently envisaged, for [icence terms to be negotiated between regulator and
broadcaster, with only a high [eve[ remit set down in law.
P[acing more regu[atory ob[igations on Channe[ 5 if its audience grew might [ook [ike pena[ising
success.
We argue that particular requirements need to be placed oh ITV news because of its influentia[
position as the main competitorto BBC News. This argument
does not extend toChannel 5 at
I
present, and if its audience share grew competition between Channe[.5 and ITV might remove
the justification for a nominated news provider onany channel
Excessive limits on ITVlChanne[ 5 companies’ ownership of their news provider may risk
restricting the sca[e of investment in those news services.
l
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ITV wi[[ continue as a major free-to-air channel with significant public service broadcasting
requirements. It might not serve diversity to insist that Channel 5 acquires this exact same
rote if it is success[u[. Such an insistence would not, in any ¢:a~;e, be able to shore up iTV’s
audience share. ’
This letter is copied to Sir Ricl~ard Wilson.

TESSA JOWELL
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport

PATRICIA HEWITT "
Secretary of State for Trade and Indus.try
25 March 2002

25 March 2002
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